Mary Did You Know - PTX Version

Original arrangement by Pentatonix
Transcription and adjustment by Daniel Roberts
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know, that your baby boy will

one day walk on water?

Mary did you
Did you know, that your baby boy will save our sons and daughters?
That you've done

Ho ho

That oh oh oh

child has boy has boy

Da dm dm

Know will dm dm dm

Come to make you new? oh

That child that you've de-
Mа-ry did you know, that your
ba- by boy will give sight to a blind man?

Mа-ry did you

dmm dmm dmm
Did you know that your baby boy will calm a storm with his hand?

Mary did you know that your baby boy has
walked where angels trod?

When you kiss your little
dmm dmm doo doo dooo
Bar.  

Ba - by, you kiss the face of God. Mary did you know?

B.  

O - oh oh Mary did you know oh?
Oo, oo Oh ah, a-a-ah

dead will live again. The lame will leap, the

oom oom Oh ah, a-a-ah
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ah a-a-ah praises of the lam.

dumb will speak, the praises of the lamb.

ah a-a-ah praises of the lam.

tm tm tm tm praises of the lam.
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Ma-ry did you know, that your ba- by boy, is Lord of all cre-a-
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tion? Ma-ry did you know, that your ba- by boy, will
Did you know that your
day rule the nations?
Did you know that your

baby boy is heaven's perfect lamb?

baby boy is heaven's perfect lamb?

baby boy is heaven's perfect lamb? That

That